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Identification Scripture Description

James father of Judas 
Iscariot

Lk 6:16 Also known as Thaddues, nothing 
know about him

James son of Zebedee 
brother of John

Mtt 4:21,10:2; Mk 
1:19

Part of the Sons of Thunder, 
presemt at Transfiguration, 
Martyred AD 44

James son of Alphaeus Matt 10:3; Mark 
3:18

One of 12 disciples many 
scholars believe he is the same 
person as  James the Less

James the Less son of 
Mary

Matt 27:56 Mk 
15:40; 16:1 

Son of Mary one of eye witnesses 
to burial and resurrection of 
Jesus

James son of Joseph and 
Mary half brother to 
Jesus

Matt 13:55; Mark 
6:3 ;Acts 1:14; 
12:17; Jn 7:5

Initial unbeliever then saw the 
resurrected Jesus , leader of 
early church martyred AD 62





1 Corinthians 
15:7 Then he 
appeared to 
James, then to 
all the 
apostles.









severe poverty (2:15-16)
exploitation by wealthy 
landowners (5:1-6)
legal oppression by the rich 
(2:5-7)
persecution (2:5-7)
powerlessness (1:26-27)
seriously ill, nearing death 
(5:14-15)



Egeomai-- to lead, consider, count, regard



Leading procession

It is not the 
only emotion but 
the leading one



“Between 
stimulus and 
response there is 
a space. In that 
space is our 
power to choose 
our response. In 
our response lies 
our growth and 
our freedom.”
 

Victor Frankl



Sadness
Hopelessness

Powerlessness

Fear

Unfair
Victim
I am 
useless and 
no good

Interpretation

Stimulus :Fired from Job

Frustration

Response 

Our Power to Choose



Recognition of powerlessness
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On many an occasion 
I felt an urge to cut 
my life short there 
and then, and was 
only held back by the 
thought of my father, 
who had been the 
kindest of fathers to 
me and was then in 
his old age. 

Having in mind not 
how bravely I was 
capable of dying but 
how far from bravely 
he was capable of 
bearing the loss, I 
commanded myself 
to live. There are 
times when even to 
live is an act of 
bravery.” — Seneca

Courage and Will Power 



Denial-Delusion

Sadness

Hopelessness

Powerlessness

Fear

Joy



Triggering event –Covid 19 Jab



Personal 
achievement 
Happiness

Relationshi
p

intimacy



God has a purpose it is not 
random nor out of control





Which emotion is rooted in reality?



Which emotion is rooted in reality?



Phillip and Penelope Knatchbul











Matthew 5:48  You 
therefore must be 
perfect, as your 
heavenly Father is 
perfect.





Perfect

Positive-
Complete, 
possessing all 
the ingredients 
to make the 
complete whole

Negatively
Lacking nothing



Humility

Compassion

Faith

Love for 
the Lost

Mercy

Discernment 
of truth

Speaking 
truth in 
love

Prayer

Suffering, not miraculous deliverance, -God matures his children. A 
supernatural event can encourage us, doesn’t mature us. Maturity 
comes through trusting God when things are really hard, even 
seemingly unbearable.





his ways.

Our World view
The Hard event
Cancer
Sickness
Accident
Financial loss



Our 
World 
view

The Hard event
Cancer
Sickness
Accident
Financial loss

Lament 
Hezekiah
Meaning making process

Wisdom
James
Meaning making process







Sadness
Hopelessness

Powerlessness

Fear

Unfair
Victim
I am 
useless and 
no good

Interpretation

Stimulus :Fired from Job

Frustration

Response 
Wisdom



General Wisdom

Specific Wisdom 
dealing with 
suffering

Why would you need wisdom in 
dealing with suffering?

Specific Wisdom 
dealing with 
suffering



Righteousness 
Image of God

Factual Knowledge

Situational Insight

Necessary 
Resolve

John Piper

WISDOM

James 1:3 or you know 
that the testing of your 
faith produces 
steadfastness.





SAMUEL DID NOT LIE; EVERYTHING 
SAID WAS TRUE, BUT NOT 

EVERYTHING TRUE WAS SAID 

Truth vs Love



Information 1

Information 2

Information 3

Information 4

Symphony



85% OF THE TIME 
FOUND OFF THE BALL, 

STROLLING AND 
DAWDLING AND 
LOOKING MILDLY 
UNINTERESTED.

an exercise in scanning 
and surveying, taking 
the measure of the 
defense, noticing where 
the vulnerabilities lie, 
and calculating when 
and how opportunities 
might be seized. “After 
five, ten minutes, he’ll 
have a map in his eyes 
and in his brain,” 

Situational Insight



Elon Musk might have more than 82 million Twitter followers

"That is why I bought 
Twitter, I didn't do 
it because it would be 
easy, I didn't do it to 
make more money.

"important for the 
future of civilisation to 
have a common digital 
town square".

Twitter Sacks 
"Roughly 80%" 
Of Staff,



OOPS. TWITTER IS 
ALREADY TRYING TO 

REHIRE WORKERS 
ELON MUSK FIRED 

DAYS AGO, SOURCES 
SAY

"Important to 
admit when I'm 
wrong & firing 
them was truly one 
of my biggest 
mistakes."



Image of 
God

Factual Knowledge

Situational Insight

Necessary 
Resolve

John Piper

WISDOM



2018. Fridays for Future



"You have stolen my dreams and my 
childhood with your empty 
words. ..Entire ecosystems are 
collapsing. We are in the beginning 
of a mass extinction, and all you can 
talk about is money and fairy tales of 
eternal economic growth. How dare 
you!



"For more than 30 years, the science has 
been crystal clear. How dare you continue 
to look away and come here saying that 
you're doing enough, when the politics 
and solutions needed are still nowhere in 
sight.”



Righteousness 
Image of God

Factual Knowledge

Situational Insight

Necessary 
Resolve

John Piper

WISDOM



Beautiful Lifestyle

Agathos
Good

Kalos
Beautiful

Kalos
Beautiful



Isaac Newton

Leonardo-Davinci

Gallileo

Mother Teresa

Beautiful lives



Putin

Mao

Polpot

Stalin

Made lives 
miserable





Experience of God so overwhelming
Another dimension and depth..he never knew why but we do





Buy Sell Hold Refinance Lend Abandon





The motive for 
our asking for 
His wisdom is to 
draw near to Him 
and not merely as 
a way out of our 
troubles



Righteousness 
Image of God

Factual Knowledge

Situational Insight

Necessary 
Resolve

John Piper

WISDOM







Lowly- poor
Rich

Vulnerable
Suffer
No resources to recover
Loss of confidence
Fear

Safe
Depend on 
resources
Confident

Boast in 
Exalted 
position

Boast in 
humiliation

Kauchaomai -- boast about, take pride in; rejoice, be 
glad

 



Lowly- poor
Vulnerable
Suffer
No resources to recover
Loss of confidence
Fear

Loss of 
confidence
Sycophancy, 
Obsequiousness
Envy



Lowly- poor
Vulnerable
Suffer
No resources to recover
Loss of confidence
Fear

James 2:5 (ESV) Listen, 
my beloved brothers, 
has not God chosen 
those who are poor in 
the world to be rich 
in faith and heirs of 
the kingdom, which he 
has promised to those 
who love him?

True spiritual WisdomConventional wisdom

Rejoice-Glory in 
Be proud of 



Rich
Arrogance
Pride, 
Ruthlessness
Faith in themselves 
and riches
Works against 
citizenship in heaven

Conventional wisdom

James 1:10-11 and the rich 
in his humiliation, because 
like a flower of the grass 
he will pass away. 11 For 
the sun rises with its 
scorching heat and withers 
the grass; its flower falls, 
and its beauty perishes. So 
also will the rich man fade 
away in the midst of his 
pursuits.

True spiritual Wisdom

Poor 

Shame—nothing to boast



Endangered species

Mark Zuckerberg
Lost 87.3 billion USD since 2021

Gautam Adani 
Asia’s richest man 
200 billion
Lost 90 billion 



Rich

Transitory nature of wealth
See past it 
Not defined by it..esteem
Compared with others
Embarrassed by it..covet
Aware of danger..dead weight
Responsibility
Focus on glory of 
God..Christ has done

Boast in their humiliation





Christ and His work on the cross is 
the pivotal center of God’s wisdom 
because it enables us to fulfil our 
destiny as created in His image for 
His purposes







Without blemish --perfect









 Vocational process by which he is 
made complete or fully equipped for 
his office.  

sufferings through which Christ had to 
pass. They were a part of the process 
by which Jesus was perfected





Untested obedience 

Proven obedience-perfect 



The willingness to suffer loss is evidence of 
great confidence in God to bring us through to 
glory 

The willingness of Jesus to suffer is the 
brightest display of the Father's glory in 
all the universe. 




